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ABSTRACT

By using a Grassmann odd parameter which behaves like time, it is shown that the
main features of the Batalin-Fradkin method of quantization of reducible gauge theoriea
can be formulated systematically.
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Covariant quantization of reducible gauge theories shows some difficulties
due to the need of introducing ghosts of ghosts. But fortunately a method
of quantization of reducible gauge theories given by Batalin and Vilkovisky
[l] resolves the problem by offering a systematic way of finding the full
action, which one can use in the path integral. It is not always easy to
apply the method as we have seen in the covariant string field theory case
[2[, [3]. But it is harder to understand the reason of introducing antifields
and antibrackets which constitute the bases of the formalism. In this paper
we will give an approach for formulating the method systematically.

In the Batalin-Vilkovisky method, if we leave aside the quantum cor-
rections to the measure of the path integral, the main equation one has to
solve is the master equation. The master equation follows from the require-
ment of BRST invariance of the full action and the proper solution of it
gives the desired action.

The BRST-chaige which has an odd Grassmann parity(G-parity) be-
comes nilpotent after the first quantization (we suppose that there is no
anomaly or if there is it is somehow eliminated). Thus by introducing
an odd G-parity (G-odd) parameter r0 the change of a function f by the
BRST-charge can be written symbolically as

where the product on the left hud side is denned as

Here <:(/) denotes the G-parity of f. Due to the Grassmannian character of
To, nilpotency of the BRST-charge directly follows:

Let us consider a G-even gauge action -A(Vv) which we suppose has at
least one stationary point where some Noether identies hold in its neigh-
bourhood. The fields W c a n b e commuting or anticommuting.

In the Hamiltonian formalism gauge invariances manifest themselves as
first class constraints. In this case one can write a BRST-charge (BRST-
BFV charge) even before a gauge fixing as it is given in [4] for the reducible
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case. This charge can be quantized canonically by replacing the Poisson
brackets with the commutators, and performing normal ordering. These
quantum commutators can be realized in terms of coordinates by taking
momentum as the derivative of the related coordinate. In this case one
can see from [4] that the minimal UBRST will be given in terms of the
original gauge fields and some ghost fields CA (without antighosts). Hence
if we introduce a G-odd parameter TQ in the above sense, on the left hand
side of (1) there should also be the ghost fields when / = V"M. Therefore,
instead of .A(i/v), if we write a new action functional which carries the
information about the BRST transformations by introducing r0, it must
include the original as well as the ghost fields.Let us assume that such a
fuctional, L, exists. It will be a Lagrangian in the coordinate space defined
by <Mfo) = (iMfb),Cx(r0)) and <£m(ro) = 94>m\j0)ldra:

The number of the ghost fields will be specified later. Hence r0 should be
interpreted as an odd time parameter.

Because of interpreting r0 as a time parameter we may now introduce
canonical momenta of the fields <£m(r0). The canonical momentum which
follows from the new Lagrangian is

Pm(ro) =
dL(<t>(T0),4>{T0))

It has the following G-parity

e(Pm) =

(2)

(3)

From now on we will suppress the r0 argument.
On the cotangent bundle of a supermanifold an odd canonical two form

is known to exist when it has an equal number of odd and even coordinates

,[6].
In fact, in our case the cotangent bundle, locally defined by (<f>m,Pm),

posseses an equal number of commuting and anticommuting coordinates.
Hence an odd canonical two form can be written as

u = d<t>mdPm. (4)

This two form leads to an odd Poisson bracket [5]

lt \ d,f dtg drf dti
W I * ' d<j>m3Pm df

where dr (dj) indicates the right (left) derivative which satisfies

(5)

In the language of Batalin and Vilkovisky (5) is called antibracket where
Pm play the role of antifields. The odd Poisson bracket has the following
properties

<[(/,0)l = «(/) + €(ri + l (6)

(gJ) = -(-i)l'if)+1][t[')+ll(f,9) (7)

(-ijliW+HMrt+ilfc, ( / , / )) + cyclic per. of g,l,f = 0. (8)

In this phase space (odd) time evolution of a function f is given as

g = (*/)• W
Here S is the G-even Hamiltonian. Hence it must be a constant of the
motion:

This is the master equation of Batalin and Vilkovisky.
By making use of (8) and (10) one can show that

(S,(SJ))=0

which is in accord with the fact that

a-a
34

To link this Hamiltonian to the physical world one needs to eliminate the
dependence on the unphysical fields. First of all when S is valued at Pm = 0



it should no longer carry information about the BRST transformations.
Hence S must satisfy the condition

The auxilary fields which we need to eliminate are Pm. There must be
some gauge symmetries of S which can be used to eliminate them.

Let us collect the coordinates and momenta into a variable za

where o = 1 , . . . , 2N if m = 1 N. The derivative of (10) yields

6z>,

where Rab is given as

Rat — *)a (13)

in terms of the matrix

0

-smn
o }

Thus S has a gauge invariance which is generated by .Rat.When the rank
of Rab, which is a 2N x 2N matrix, is equal to the number of Pm , all the
momenta can be eliminated by a gauge fixing. Hence we put the following
condition

I - N. (14)

In fact one can show that this is the maximal rank of R^, by using the fact
that it is nilpotent at the stationary point of S which is supposed to exist.

The condition given in (14) dictates the minimal number of the ghost
fields, CA, one needs to introduce. The solution of (10) satisfying (14) is
called the proper solution of the master equation in [l].

Let us suppose that the gauge fixing is performed by making use of
a gauge fermion *.In this approach [l] one needs to enlarge the minimal
set of fields <j>m which one introduces for finding the solution of (10) which
satisfies (11) and (14). Let us denote this enlarged Bet, which includes <j>m,

as $ M . One can add some trivial terms to the solution of (10) with the
minimal set of fields, without changing the property of being a solution of
the master equation. Let us call this solution as S'{$,P), where PM is the
momentum cojugate to $M- NOW the gauge fixing can be performed as

hi =

where * is supposed to be chosen such that it eliminates all the degenaracy
of S\ The gauge fixed hamiltonian, 5 ' (* ,3*/5*) can be used in the path
integral as the full covariant action because it satisfies the condition (11),
it is BRST-invariant due to (10) and nondegenerate.

Now it is clear that all the "ad hoc" definitions of [l] can systematically
be derived by making use of an odd time parameter.But it is not clear if the
odd time formulation can also give some indication for solving the master
equation. For example even in the formalism we do not need the explicit
form of L, the assumption that it exists is sufficient, it would be interesting
to find the form of it and relate, with some transformation (probably it will
not be the Legendre transformation which one uses in the normal case) to
the Hamiltonian S.
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